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Splunk-ify your SAP solutions

Access significant savings potential with SoftwareOne’s PowerConnect for the entire suites of SAP 
products – SAP NetWeaver, S/4HANA Cloud and SAP SaaS products

65% reduction in unplanned downtime events 90% reduction in incident investigation time

Predict imminent outages 30-40 minutes in 
advance

75% reduction in MTTR for mission-critical apps 
and services

Reduce annual P1/P2 tickets by over 30% and 
spend less time in war rooms

Business-critical IT operations data generated by SAP 
systems is one of the most underutilised and valuable data 
generated across an organisation. Using PowerConnect to 
access SAP information in real- time and leveraging Splunk 
machine learning, artificial intelligence, advanced big data, 
and visualisation capabilities unlocks unprecedented insight, 
understanding, and preventive actions. 

This newly gained ability to proactively manage the health of 
your SAP landscape changes the game for the CIO and the
IT Operations team, while significantly improving your 
mission-critical system uptime and minimising security 
exposure. No longer will your organisation reactively 
manage un-planned downtime, business, and security 
events, but rather predict and prevent issues before they 
materialise and have a chance to damage your business.

Are you looking for the best way to monitor your SAP landscape? Trust SoftwareOne and Splunk’s 
strategic partnership and start using PowerConnect for SAP & Splunk – our solutions for an advanced 
SAP landscape monitoring with SAP & Splunk - certified integration with SAP S/4HANA, SAP 
NetWeaver or SAP SaaS products for sending ANY SAP dataset and transaction type (structured or 
unstructured) to Splunk!

With 13 SAP certifications till date, 

PowerConnect offers out-of- the-box 

monitoring capability for SAP landscapes 

leveraging Splunk’s big-data analysis 

and visualisation capabilities. The 

monitoring capability allows clients to 

obtain real-time insights into SAP’s health, 

performance and security status with aim 

to minimise unplanned downtime and risk 

events.

SAP S/4HANA Journey



Speed up investigations and simplify the creation of useful alerts 
for critical SAP events through:

Pre-defined & 
customisable dashboards

Actionable insights

An integrated solution

Open technology

 . 200+ of Splunk dashboards and SPL queries

 . Advanced time- machine dashboard allowing for before & after 
performance comparisons

 . Pre-configured App for Splunk Enterprise, Splunk Cloud, Splunk ITSI 
and Splunk Enterprise Security (ES)

 . Real-time data informing SAP operational teams on security, 
performance, and business metrics

 . Detection of anomalous user and/ or system usage

 . Advanced data correlation to identify root cause of failures

 . Visualise SAP KPIs before/during/after SAP migration phase

 . Extracting a rich set of SAP field values/data sets

 . PowerConnect framework allows you to flexibly collect data from 
custom development tables and other system enhancements

 . Security data from PowerConnect is CIM compliant for easy integration 
with Splunk ES and ITSI

 . Supports and certified for SAP ABAP, SAP NetWeaver JAVA, non-
NetWeaver JAVA, and S/4HANA,

 . Supports and certified for Splunk Cloud and Splunk Enterprise

Are you ready to get started? 

We help you to fully unlock the power of Splunk! 

Contact our SAP expert team for a deep-dive 

into our service offerings!
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Splunk helped us achieve transparency into our SAP Landscape that was not previously 
available using standard tools. The ability to customize dashboard metrics in real time has 
proved invaluable as technical teams are now able to monitor key performance metrics and 
catch potential problems before the business is impacted. 

The technical monitoring capabilities of Splunk with PowerConnect, in our opinion, are far 
more robust than standard SAP Solution Manager TechMon. We are able to develop and 
deliver alerts in real-time and customize on the fly based on our exact needs.  What‘s more 
- when an exact alert isn’t available, the team always goes above and beyond to develop a 
custom alert and deliver it in future releases.

Fortune 500 Retail Customer

Satisfying security & compliance requirements is critical to our organisation. PowerConnect 
helps us achieve this goal.

For example, our security & compliance teams receive automated alerts from 
PowerConnect if the same user ID is used across geographically dispersed locations within 
a defined timeframe. If the same user ID logs on to our SAP business systems in London and 
New York within say 2 hours, we need to investigate.

Utility Provider
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